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Internationalization

University reform
International Advisory Board Meeting

In October and February, the Second International Advisory Board members
held their meetings. Experts from in and outside Japan were invited and made
recommendations based on active exchange of opinions. At the October
meeting titled “Toward Fostering a Global Campus”, discussions were held on
subjects such as measures for improving campus environment while our project
promotes diversity on campus, the significance of education and inclusion must
be kept in mind. Many positive proposals were made on future approaches for
“Internationalization at Home” on our campus. At the February meeting, the
Second International Advisory Board summarized all the meetings held up to
then, showing that proposals made at the meetings in the past two years led to
the realization of a new program for working adults, “Sophia Professional
Studies”. This made us strongly aware of the importance of cooperation with
outside organizations and with continued lifelong education.
Exchange of opinions followed on a wide range of topics such as industry-
academia collaboration, the new English-taught degree program (SPSF), future
administrative organizations, giving many positive proposals on considerations
of measures to be taken. The Second International Advisory Board complied a
"Report and Proposals” which is shared among committee bodies within
University including Bureau for Global Initiatives, Board of Trustees for future
discussions and decision-making.

Analysis by IR (Institutional Research), Efforts for decision-making
IR activities survey/analysis results were widely shared at regular meetings of education/learning committees and

management committees, opinions were exchanged for activities leading to various education/learning policies and
management policies. Some of the results were shared at Faculty Dean Meeting and IR Promotion Committee members
created and delivered Department reports. The results were also discussed at Planning Committee, a sub-committee of
Corporation Board of Trustees for decisions on corporate policies and planning. Student surveys are conducted since 2019
and multifaceted analysis performed on studying hours etc. Web access analysis and overseas survey data are provided
for the admission and curriculum for new English-taught degree program (SPSF) to be opened in 2020.
This year data of in-house efforts for SDGs were compiled and analyzed which contributed greatly for the first entry to “The 
Impact Ranking”(SDGs). At the same time, introductory pages of in-house SDGs were created to foster awareness of 
students and faculty/staff for SDGs leading to further promotion of SDG-related efforts.

Exchange programs help encourage “internalization at Home”
Sophia Student Integration Commons(SSIC) played central role in offering
opportunities for students to learn and experience different cultures that helped
deepen mutual understanding. The 25 programs were offered, and attended by
over 1,559 students.
The theme for this year was understanding Japanese food culture; events
offered opportunities for making Miso in the only Miso warehouse in Tokyo area,
making authentic soba noodles in a milling factory, attending seminar on
fermented food and seminar on challenges of agriculture in Japan following
harvest experience. Field trips to Hiroshima in September and Nagasaki in
February were experiences to learn and think about peace, find out about history
of Christianity and take a step to understand the founding spirits of Sophia

February Advisory Board Meeting 

FY20  Progress
Common indicators and targets

Sophia University

Introduction of Semester/Quarter System with 100-minute classes

Improving mobility of students
Sophia concluded exchange program agreements with 25 new institutions,
increasing the number of partner institutions to 322 in 59 countries. A new record
of 590 students were sent on short-term overseas program (language, training,
Social Engagement) For internship programs, we have built stronger
collaboration with domestic globalized companies, foreign diplomatic offices in
Japan and overseas educational institutions. Our study abroad counselors talked
with over 800 students, many of whom are preparing for study abroad.

Interview with study abroad counselor

International students with hands-on
Japanese food culture

Effective from this academic year, Sophia adopted a Semester/Quarter System
to aim for a more flexible academic calendar and improve the mobility of our
students, faculty and staff. Quarter-length courses will be increased, leading to
development of study abroad programs facilitating a wider participation of
students. The introduction of 100-miniute classes makes it possible to explore
new ways of conducting classes.



Featured initiatives based on the characteristics of the university
(type B only)

Free description any message  or information on programs 

Unique characteristics for management of overseas offices and
self-operation
Sophia actively conducted PR activities targeted on students at the overseas offices,
supported Sophia students sent overseas, networking with overseas alumni,
supported operation of study tours with credits. In the US overseas offices, as in last
year, made visits to recruit excellent students from prep-schools, leading local high
schools and international schools. Agreement for overseas designated high schools
were concluded with two new schools. Overseas office “ASEAN Hub Center”
registered as local incorporation to use profits for activity costs. Successful results
are obtained for the practical course programs in Southeast Asia, programs for
working adults, senior high school students; these are basis for further development
and exceeds our expectations of the Project Plan. Overseas office “ASEAN Hub Center 

University’s own indicators and targets
Special Admission Program for Overseas Graduate School

A new agreement was concluded with Boston College (USA) for Special
Admission Program; also with University of Lorraine (France), a program for
doctoral students majoring in French Literature. This system known as Cotutelle
allows students to study for degree supervised by the other university.

Boston college 

Program of overseas on-the-job training for staff  
Sophia sends one staff member as operations staff of Service Learning Program
in India, a practical course of 10-day stay for students. Sophia is making efforts
to create overseas training opportunities to improve abilities of staff to cope with
global situations: “Erasmus + (plus)” program at University of Minho (Portugal)
offers exchange training for staff; The United Board's Intensive English
Language Program.

Sophia UniversityEducation reform

Japanese Language education for international students
New courses of Japanese language are offered for international students. A Faculty
member of our project, who is teaching Japanese language at Center for Language
Education and Research offers new courses using CLIL(Content and Language
Integrated Learning) titled "Introduction to Japanese Economic Studies for
International Students” and “Academic Japanese”. Further, she reorganized a
program for full-time Undergraduate students including another new course
“Introduction to Academic Japanese”. In collaboration with enterprises, she also
developed a program for international students to learn Japanese language required
to participate in internship through the course “Business Japanese (Preparation for
Internship). “The 3rd Japanese Speech Contest for Sophia International Students”
was held this year, which helped enhance learning motivation of international
students. The 3 d Japanese Speech Contest

Symposia, Lectures, Meet and Greet: unique experiences only
Sophia can offer
Sophia held “United Nations Weeks” also twice this year, and also “Africa Weeks”
introducing the multifaceted attractive Africa through business, peacebuilding,
culture and food. Held many Symposia and Lectures
Sophia offers its students one and only opportunities to give them awareness
needed to be a part of increasingly globalized society: in July, visit by the Superior
General of the Society of Jesus, founding organization of Sophia University ; in
November, visit by the Pope who has immense global influence.

Enhancement of Overseas Social Engagement Programs
Effectively using our overseas office “ASEAN Hub Center” (Thailand), now with a more well prepared system, four programs
of Overseas Social Engagement Programs were offered in South-east Asia strengthening ties with Japan year by year. We
also offered a course setting as stage, the international organizations of Geneva, which seems to attract a keen interest of
the students. These courses diverse opportunities for the students to actually feel and experience the dynamism of
globalized society. Using the network with overseas partner institutions our project helped to expand, we matched online
classes with students staying overseas. This is a new challenge to search for possibilities of exchange with developing
countries.

Lecture of the Pope

Recruitment started for new English-taught degree program SPSF: Sophia Program for Sustainable Futures
Upon proposal of Advisory Board Member Meeting, using IR overseas survey analysis and based on our Project Plan, six
Departments collaborated in developing a new English-taught degree program SPSF: Sophia Program for Sustainable Futures .
A great number have already applied.



Internationalization
Common indicators and targets

FY2020 Progress Sophia University

Online program “Learning with Southeast Asia” 

Web Career Center site for international students

Promoting online international education programs

International education programs were offered online and a total of 40 students
participated in 7 courses of short-term outbound programs. A Social Engagement
program “Learning with Africa”, and “Bangkok-Based International Organization with
Fieldwork” were also offered online, and students attended lectures, virtual tours, group
discussions that helped deepen mutual understanding and experienced creative
learning only online classes could offer. For the long-term programs, 12 students
attended classes as exchange students at overseas partner institutions. For study tours
that do not grant credits, a new program “Learning with Southeast Asia: Creating
Together Resilient and Sustainable Future Society” was offered in collaboration with 5
partner universities in 4 countries of ASEAN region and 184 students in total
participated. From Sophia, 55 students participated along with the intensive program of
US Gonzaga University. For inbound programs, we accepted over 120 exchange
students to attend face-to-face as well as online courses. A short-term program
“January Session”, a program for graduate school students” “Winter Session in Global
Environmental Studies 2021” were offered online, attended by over 110 students.
Global internship programs were held with foreign companies in Japan combining the
2Q and summer recess, and online programs were extensively offered in collaboration
with foreign diplomatic offices in Japan and foreign cultural organizations, providing
students the experience of studying in Japan with an international career in view.

Enhancing employment support system for international students

As a part of the employment support system for international students, career design
courses were offered, attended by 36 students, to provide continued preparations
necessary for job search activities in Japan. “Career Support Seminar” was held widely
for students of foreign nationality, including graduate school students and non-degree
students, to make them aware of the necessity of early job-search preparation. As a
measure against COVID-19 crisis, on-demand video contents were created by theme
and released. During the summer recess, 6 students participated in online internship
program, and “individual counseling” was held also online to focus on supporting
individual international students likely to become the job search vulnerable in the
COVID-19 crisis. These activities helped the participating international students to
acquire necessary knowledge about job search in Japan and acquire communication
skills, as well as find clues for designing their career for the path they wish to pursue.

Exchange programs help encourage “Internalization at Home”

Using online style which can be attended abroad or in local regions, more hands-on
programs were offered and less lecture style, emphasizing awareness of connecting
with “person to person”, “university to students” and “society to students”. Making full
use of the characteristics of online style, programs were offered to experience
Japanese culture such as wind chime painting (Tokyo: Shinohara Maruyoshi Edo
Fuurin), Japanese sweets (Kanazawa: purveyor to Kaga Domain, Morihachi Co., Ltd.),
scent bags (Kyoto: Yamadamatsu Incense-wood Co., Ltd.), and Japanese tea (Kyoto:
Ippodo Tea Co., Ltd.). With the corporation of craftsmen and producers from all over
the country, the online program allowed students to connect, and a new horizon of
possibilities opened for Sophia Integration Program.

University Reform
Use of IR analysis results/ Disseminating information externally/ Use of
research analysis tools

Making full use of IR promotion system developed by this Project, analyses were
performed on data of various sources, academic and educational, management
and financial, and world university ranking etc. To check on situations of COVID-
19 measurements and discuss the policy and how to conduct classes,
questionnaire surveys on online classes were carried out on students in Spring
and Autumn Semesters, on faculty in Autumn Semester. For the new English-
taught program (SPSF), multidimensional analyses were performed on trends of
applicants and Web access, student questionnaires after entering University to
make further decisions on admission, educational and academic policies. On the
new Factbook site created this year, a dynamic graph using Tableau helps
visualize the various University activities. With the entry of Sophia to THE Impact
Ranking, a Web site was created to introduce the SDGs efforts of the University,
disseminate information externally, and raise awareness of all University members
for SDGs. The research analysis tools helped analyze data for university ranking
reputation measures, and by holding several briefings for faculty and researchers
on online operation, helped raise awareness of the faculty members and activate
discussions on efforts for improving ranking within University.

Site introducing SDGs efforts

Learning how to make tea at Ippodo 



Web site introducing SPSF

Sophia University

September Advisory Board Meeting

First Partner Institution in  Tunisia, 
the University of Sousse 

International Advisory Board Meeting (External Review Committee)

The Third International Advisory Board members held their meetings twice. In the
September meeting, under the title “Purpose and role of university in the post COVID
19 world: Affirming and redefining values and identity of Sophia University”,
opinions were exchanged widely on the significance, roles, and the changes of
“universities”, and discussions were held on educational contents, education systems,
and abilities students need to acquire. In the March meeting, under the title “Global
Risks, SDGs and Universities: Relation between Higher Education and Society",
education and research activities were reviewed followed by lively exchange of opinions
on subjects such as improvement of educational activities for the next step, ideas for
specific educational programs, importance of making students aware, and education and
education and research fields bearing in mind the global risks.

University’s own indicators and targets

Expansion of collaboration with overseas universities and high schools

Student Exchange agreements have been concluded with 9 new institutions, despite the
COVID crisis, and the Student Exchange Partner Institutions have expanded to 332
institutions in 61 countries. Although new agreements have not been concluded with overseas
designated schools, the number of study-abroad students from such designated schools has
achieved record high in Spring Semester 2021, as result of recruiting activities via overseas
offices and active interaction with current designated schools.

Enhancement of globalization of faculty and staff

Online English conversation course and e-Learning program were attended by 3 staff members. Also, 7 teaching staff from
several Faculties attended the online course “Creating Online Learning Environments in Higher Education Spaces” offered by
Boston College, a Partner Institution. The staff learned effective teaching methods for online classes and improvement of
online environment and were given opportunities to exchange information and discuss practical international collaborative
learning with the participants from US.

Education Reform
Development of a new English-taught Program (Sophia Program for Sustainable
Futures: SPSF)

According to the Project Plan, from Autumn Semester of this Academic Year, the new program
has started ahead in four Departments, of Education, Sociology, Economics, and Global
Studies. The intensive PR activities proved effective, resulting in around 300 applicants for
admission in the first year and 37 successful. A third of the new students are international
students from overseas and we have new Japanese students with diverse backgrounds. These
students majoring in different fields will be able to compare and share their perspectives and
ways of thinking under a common theme of “sustainable future” and have opportunities to
develop their sensitivity to diversity. The Special Appointment teachers of the Center for
Language Education and Research (CLER), employed according to the Project Plan, are mainly
involved in the creation of the compulsory core courses of “Academic Writing”, “Critical Thinking
& Discussion”, “Academic Presentations”, and the systems promoted by this Project and the
knowhows are used in the operation.

Featured initiatives based on the characteristics of the university
(type B only)

Events held to raise awareness leading to participation in education programs of Project

In October, United Nations Weeks was held under concept “to consider our future and the world
through the work of the United Nations” with all events online. During the weeks, a symposium
was held “Global Actions for Global Challenges: Global Warming, and Armed Conflicts”, inviting
Under-Secretary-General for the Commemoration of the United Nations’ 75th Anniversary, and
another symposium was held “In Pursuit of Multilateralism and Human Dignity”, inviting UN High
Commissioner for Refugees. The symposia provided opportunities for a large audience to think
about contributing to the realization of a better world, bearing in mind the educational philosophy
of Sophia University. A total of about 2,200 participants attended from in and outside Japan.

Free description any message or information on initiatives/programs
Unique characteristics for management of overseas offices and efforts for self-operation

Overseas office “ASEAN Hub Center” Thailand registered as local incorporation taking initiative
for self-operation, and as part of its profitable business succeeded in expanding online programs
for senior high school students and working adults. It demonstrated that, in the COVID crisis, it
can play a role in university-high school collaboration, international exchange and promotion of
continued education, contributing to enhancing the presence of Sophia University.
Overseas offices in the US and China, in collaboration with several other Japanese universities,
held online study-abroad briefings, taking positive steps to recruit students from influential local
high schools and international schools.

Online exchange program of senior
high school students  of Shonan and
Thailand

UN Weeks: Mr. Grandi, UN  High
Commissioner for Refugees



Internationalization
■ Common indicators and targets
9．FY2021Progress 【Sophia University】

University Reform
○ Use of IR analysis results/ Disseminating information externally/ Use of

research analysis tools
The IR survey/analyses results were reported at IR Education and Management
sections and increased opportunities for sharing information with faculty and staff
by holding regular internal reporting meetings using Zoom. Student/Alumni survey
results were explained at internal briefing meetings to help discuss class
implementation, and also posted dynamic graph using BI tool “Tableau” on
Factbook to disseminate widely outside university student trends. For the English-
taught program (SPSF), surveys were carried out not only on trends of applicants
but also on students after entering University. Results of these surveys and regular
analyses carried out on changes of motivation and abilities of international
students are used for program operation. By establishing the “Office of Sophia
Sustainability Promotion”, the SDGs promotion system within university
is enhanced, Sophia can participate in SDG-Universities Platform (UNU
SDG-UP), sharing THE Impact Rankings analysis data and other survey
results of overseas universities initiatives, and thus contribute to SDGs
promotion activities of Japanese universities. As reputation management
for world university ranking, the various analyses results were explained
at internal meetings, promoting use of research analysis tools by faculty
and staff, increasing awareness of the faculty members, and contributing
to active discussion on initiatives to raise ranking within university. This
year, THE Impact Rankings data obtained through IR activities were utilized to
summarize SDGs education, research and social activities within university, as
well as to help “Office of Sophia Sustainability Promotion” make significant
progress in the University-wide promotion system with the cooperation of students.

○ Exchange programs help encourage “Internalization at Home”
While exchange opportunities for students is still limited, online style programs were
offered, which can be attended abroad or in local regions, emphasizing awareness
of connecting with “person to person”, “university to students” and “society to
students”. This year, faculty and staff members actively held lectures, introducing
their profiles outside classes or work, to connect strongly with students. When
COVID settled down somewhat, Kabuki and Sumo tours were offered for inbound
students who have had no chance to experience Japanese culture since their arrival.
The tours were led by faculty and staff who were well-informed on Kabuki and Sumo
resulting in a lively question-and-answer session. As students were highly satisfied,
we will support students with programs led by faculty and staff who are good at the
contents and continue efforts to build a global campus. Our programs “The Lecture
on Miso” and UPOPOY online study tour held in February and March 2020 were introduced on “JV-Campus Study in Japan
Special Box (Communication Program). A first case of joint program with Embassy of Panama held a lecture entirely in
Spanish. This captured new participants and met the needs of Sophia’s diverse students. To cope with COVID-19 crisis,
online style programs were held for many students living abroad or in local regions, but in the latter half of the academic year,
face-to-face programs were also carried out as “With COVID-19” activity. These program styles allowed to suit students in
different situations to participate, offering opportunities to experience Japanese and different cultures and intense interaction
among students.

〈 Sustainability Promotion HQ: activities 
of student staff〉

〈Social Engagement program: Estonia Study Tour 〉

〈 Newly created SDGs Website〉

〈Lecture of Panama Ambassador to Japan 〉

〈Office of Sophia Sustainability Promotion:
activities of student staff〉

While the COVID-19 crisis shows no sign of waning, a total of over 20 students
took online classes at international partner institutions as exchange students in
long-term programs. In Autumn Semester, as infection situations improved in
various countries, special permission was given to study abroad under certain
conditions. With the support of Center for Global Education and Discovery, 134
exchange students were sent overseas. Student exchange agreements were
concluded with seven new international partner institutions, expanding to a total
of 339 partner institutions in 62 countries. A total of 209 students participated in
26 courses of short programs offering credits (language, training, hands-on
programs). Online program collaboration with Japanese universities was realized
and students from International Christian University and Kwansei Gakuin
University also took part. During the Semester, for the first time, students
participated in classes of University in Estonia, held discussions and gave
presentations.

○ Enhancement of online international education programs and partially resumed study abroad



【Sophia University】

■ University’s own indicators and targets
○ A steady increase of applicants with International Baccalaureate (IB)

Since its introduction, the IB admission shows a steady increase of applicants from International Schools in and outside
Japan, and overseas IB schools. This year, the number of applicants totaled 74 (previous year 67).

○ Expand partnership with overseas universities and high schools
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, visits to local high schools, and negotiations for agreements had difficulties, but new
exchange agreements were signed with 11 schools in 10 countries, bringing the total number of exchange partners to
338 schools in 62 countries. In addition, a new agreement was signed with Liceo Mexicano Japonés (Mexico), the first
overseas designated school in the Latin American region.

Education Reform

■ Featured initiatives based on the characteristics of the university (type B only)
○Events held to raise awareness leading to participation in education programs of Project

■ Free description （any message or information on initiatives/programs ）

○Unique characteristics for management of overseas offices and efforts for self-operation

〈 International Advisory Board Meeting 〉

〈SPSF PR video with interviews of faculty, students 〉

〈UN Weeks: Ms. Amina J. Mohammed, 
Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations 〉

〈”World Exploring Club” participating students〉

At the Advisory Board meeting held in September, discussions were
held under the title “Liberal Arts education in fostering development of
active role players in a globalized society”, opinions were exchanged
on the goal of developing “independent scholar” in line with the function
of the Center for Liberal Education and Learning to be opened next
academic year. Many suggestions were presented. At the meeting held
in March, members of the Third International Advisory Board
summarized the past meetings and compiled “Report and Proposals of
Advisory Board”.

○ International Advisory Board Meeting (External Review Committee)

○ Development of English-taught Program (Sophia Program
for  Sustainable  Futures: SPSF)

The program entered its second year, with diverse students from in and
outside Japan studying the basic methodology and philosophy for a
“sustainable future”, making a smooth progress of the program to
study specialized subjects in collaboration with Departments. The PR
video with students participating, helped increase to about 450
applicants, 1.5 times that of the preceding year, including the new
applicants from Department of Journalism.

In June and October, online United Nations Weeks was held under concept
“to consider our future and the world through the work of the United
Nations”, with a total of about 3,400 participants. In October, Ms. Amina J.
Mohammed, Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations held a special
lecture, "Achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Realizing
Youth Aspirations in a Disrupted World" about current global situation
facing anxiety and uncertainty caused by issues such as COVID-19 crisis,
climate change, growing inequalities, and rapid increase of conflicts. She
stressed the need for equitable distribution of vaccine, social protection
programs from poverty, quality essential services, shift toward carbon
neutral, green societies, building new partnerships for sustainable
development and commitment to "leave no one behind. She called for
“ambitious action in these five areas”. Her viewpoint is shared in the
approaches of global education of Sophia University as a Catholic
University holding pillars of “poverty, environment, education, ethics” to
solve issues. Our educational philosophy was reaffirmed.

Overseas office “ASEAN Hub Center” Thailand ） registered as local
incorporation taking initiative for self-operation and continued to paly a role in
university-high school collaboration, international exchange, promoting of
continued education, and contributing to enhancing the presence of Sophia
University. Online inquiry-based learning program for high school students,
“World Exploring Club”, was introduced as university commissioned project for
“Sophia University-high school collaboration” and is showing steady progress.
During the ten months in the first academic year, ten excellent students who
completed the first and second program classes, succeeded in entering Sophia
University. A program for working adults, “Course on Developing Professionals
for Bangkok-based International Organizations” was offered, holding 14
sessions for 35 students. We supported planning and operation of “All study
abroad” online program of Chiba University, playing a role in international
exchange project of other universities in the COVID-19 crisis.
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